Have you included?

✓ Collaboration and management plan

✓ Advisory Board: comprised of participants who complement the expertise of the PI's and provide advice about design, implementation, and analysis AND participants with distance from the project who can contribute to the critical review.

✓ Data Management Plan

✓ Postdoctoral Researcher Mentoring Plan, if applicable

✓ Letters of commitment (not support)

✓ List of Project Personnel and Partner Institutions (Note - In collaborative proposals, only the lead institution should provide this information)

✓ Diagrams and/or screen shots (for EXP, DIP, and INT proposals): Up to five (5) diagrams or screen shots that will help readers grasp the envisioned experiences of learners interacting with the proposed technological innovation. Short captions that name the diagram or screen shot and point to its essential elements are allowed

Is your proposal?

✓ Innovative?

✓ Does it solve a pressing need?

✓ Does it build on what we know about how people learn and contribute to important learning questions?

✓ Is it a new genre?